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The traditional WDS Proceedings in your hands is composed of the contributions which have been presented during the 27th Annual Conference of Doctoral Students that was held in Prague, at Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics from June 5 to 7, 2018. The Proceedings is limited to physical study branches and it is compiled from 32 student manuscripts finally accepted in this year for publication (only one contribution was not accepted this year).

As usual, all manuscripts were reviewed by two referees. We believe that it helps students to learn how to prepare the written presentation of their results in a foreign language and how to respond the referee’s notices. They should take into account their comments and prepare a new submission including letters to both referees where they explain their reaction. This is a standard publication procedure in scientific journals and we are offering an exercise that would be useful for students in future. Since one of referees is a doctoral student, he/she can practise in the preparation of a review. Moreover, the subject of the paper under review is often slightly different from his/her field of research, thus the student’s referees should investigate new problems and another style of writing. They can see that a good and comprehensive review is sometimes a very difficult task. Therefore, a level of student’s reports is often very different — from a formal review only to precise reports with a number of comments and suggestions.

The second referee is selected from the experienced senior researchers and, in this year, their list includes even 50% of foreign experts, because they feel the importance of such a method of teaching. We would like to express many thanks to all referees for the understanding and great help. Their effort significantly contributed to a traditionally good quality of the Proceedings and you can find 688 citations to articles in previous volumes in Web of Science and this number increases every year.

Editors thank to following referees:

Finally, we would like to express our thanks to all speakers and other participants for helping us to keep a fruitful and friendly atmosphere during the whole meeting and, last but not least, to our colleagues and many cooperative students who assisted us greatly both prior to and through the conference.

Pleasant reading

Jana Šafránková and Jiří Pavlů
Editors